
VATICAN CITY: Prestigious addresses in Paris,
London and Geneva and 3,000 properties across
Rome: the Vatican has revealed more details of its
real estate empire, a source of income-and scandal.
Nunzio Galantino, who was brought in two years ago
by Pope Francis to centralize the Vatican’s assets,
says he is tired of “sensationalist” stories about the
riches of the papacy.

“When people say that most real estate in Rome
belongs to the Catholic Church and the Vatican, it’s
simply not true,” the bishop, who heads the
Administration of the Patrimony of the Apostolic
See (APSA), told AFP. Yet the extent of the proper-
ties held by the Vatican are still eye-watering, while
the management of one particular London develop-
ment sparked a major scandal in the heart of the
Catholic Church.

A century of investments 
The investments date back to 1929, when the

Vatican City State was founded as an independent
territory in a deal with Italy that included compensa-
tion for lands seized from the former Papal States.

Among the church assets taken was the huge
Quirinale palace, once home to 30 popes but now
the residency of the Italian president. Then pope Pius
XI decided to use the money to invest in property,
including abroad, “to ensure the freedom and inde-
pendence of the Church”, Galantino said.

APSA has for years managed 737 properties in
the heart of Paris, around the boulevard Saint-
Michel, Odeon or the Champs-Elysees, covering
almost 56,000 square meters and worth an estimat-
ed 595.5 million euros ($722.1 million). In London, it
has 27 properties-among them addresses in St
James’s Square, Kensington and New Bond Street,
covering some 4,600 square meters and worth
about 108.5 million euros ($131.4 million).
Meanwhile in Switzerland, notably in Geneva and

Lausanne, the Church has 140 properties covering
16,000 square meters and worth more than 91 mil-
lion euros ($110 million).

Priceless Italian assets 
Back in Rome, the Vatican constructed entire

buildings, notably on two main streets converging on
St Peter’s Square, including the famous Via della
Conciliazione.

Today, APSA also directly manages the rental of
2,400 apartments and 600 offices and shops in Italy,
which brought in 99 million euros ($119.9 million) in
2019. Some 15 percent are let on the open market, 30
percent at subsidized rates, notably to staff and pen-
sioners, and the rest are occupied by Vatican institu-
tions or loaned out for free to schools or universities.

One of Galantino’s goals is to improve “the per-
formance” of the Vatican’s property assets, noting
that some apartments are empty and others dilapi-
dated after years of use. But he insists that far from
being mercantile, the Holy See recently allotted a
property for the pope’s charity work, noting that one
sumptuous building on one of Rome’s most sought-
after hills is used for training for the clergy.

Galantino says it is hard to put a value on the
Vatican’s Italian holdings, not least because buildings
such as St Peter’s Basilica are priceless, but it is likely
to stretch to several billion euros just for the proper-
ties on the rental market. In addition there are hun-
dreds of apartments managed by a ministry oversee-
ing the Church’s missionary activities, bringing in
another three to four billion euros ($3.6-4.8 billion),
according to economic daily Il Sole 24 Ore. APSA is
still drawing up an inventory of its Italian holdings,
which Galantino hopes to complete by spring.

Dodgy deals 
Pope Francis has also recently brought under the

control of APSA the London properties acquired by

the powerful Secretariat of State-the central admin-
istration of the Vatican-in circuitous deals through
Italian intermediaries. They notably include 60
Sloane Avenue, in the heart of London’s exclusive
Chelsea district, bought in two stages from 2014.

An Italian financier who acted as a Vatican inter-
mediary in the deal was arrested last year on corrup-
tion charges, although subsequently released. The
previous year, Vatican police launched an extraordi-
nary raid on the Secretariat of State’s offices.

And last year, a senior official in charge at the time
of the deal, Cardinal Angelo Becciu, was abruptly

fired. The Church was also embarrassed after the
Malta-based investment fund that manages another
of its London property portfolios, comprising five
luxury apartments, used the proceeds to invest in a
film about gay music star Elton John, “Rocketman”.

The pope has said he wants to withdraw from these
investments as quickly as possible, to minimize any risk
to the Church’s reputation. Property scandals are noth-
ing new.  Last month, the Vatican courts sentenced a
former head of the Vatican Bank, the IOR, to nine years
in prison for embezzlement and money laundering
relating to corrupt real estate deals. — AFP
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Privacy faces risks 
in tech-infused 
post-COVID 
workplace
WASHINGTON: People returning to work fol-
lowing the long pandemic will find an array of
tech-infused gadgetry to improve workplace
safety but which could pose risks for long-term
personal and medical privacy. Temperature
checks, distance monitors, digital “passports,”
wellness surveys and robotic cleaning and disin-
fection systems are being deployed in many
workplaces seeking to reopen.

Tech giants and startups are offering solu-
tions which include computer vision detection of
vital signs to wearables which can offer early
indications of the onset of COVID-19 and apps
that keep track of health metrics. Salesforce and
IBM have partnered on a “digital health pass” to
let people share their vaccination and health sta-
tus on their smartphone.

Clear, a tech startup known for airport
screening, has created its own health pass which
is being used by organizations such as the
National Hockey League and MGM Resorts.

Fitbit, the wearable tech maker recently
acquired by Google, has its own “Ready for
Work” program that includes daily check-ins
using data from its devices. Fitbit is equipping
some 1,000 NASA employees with wearables as
part of a pilot program which requires a daily
log-in using various health metrics which will be
tracked by the space agency.

Microsoft and insurance giant United
HealthCare have deployed a ProtectWell app
which includes a daily symptom screener, and
Amazon has deployed a “distance assistant” in
its warehouses to help employees maintain safe
distances. And a large coalition of technology
firms and health organizations are working on a
digital vaccination certificate, which can be used
on smartphones to show evidence of inoculation
for COVID-19.

With these systems, employees may face
screenings even as they enter a building lobby,
and monitoring in elevators, hallways and
throughout the workplace. The monitoring “blurs
the line between people’s workplace and per-
sonal lives,” said Darrell West, a Brookings
Institution vice president with the think tank’s
Center for Technology Innovation.

“It erodes longstanding medical privacy
protections for many different workers.” A
report last year by the consumer activist group
Public Citizen identified at least 50 apps and
technologies released during the pandemic
“marketed as workplace surveillance tools to
combat COVID-19.” —AFP

Property: A blessing and 
a burden for the Vatican

The real estate empire, a source of income and scandal

In this file photo, a general view of 60 Sloane Square, a period building in West London owned by the Vatican. —AFP

Sudan shifts to 
managed currency 
float amid crisis
KHARTOUM: Sudan announced yesterday it was
ditching its fixed exchange rate and adopting a
managed float, in line with an IMF program but at
the risk of fanning already-simmering discontent.  

The move aims to stem a flourishing black mar-
ket that has seen the local pound recently trade at
around 400 to the dollar, while the official rate was
fixed at 55 pounds to the greenback. It is expected
to substantially devalue the official exchange rate
towards black market levels, sending some prices
higher even as citizens grapple with an inflation rate
that topped 300 percent last month.

The transitional government has decided to
undertake policies “aimed at reforming and unify-
ing the exchange rate system by applying a man-
aged flexible exchange rate system,” the central
bank said in a statement. Closing the yawning gap
between the official and black market exchange
rates is central to a reform program agreed with
the International Monetary Fund last year. The
central bank said its policy shift, which follows the
recent appointment of a new cabinet tasked with
tackling the economic crisis, is “imperative” to help

achieve stability.
It is one of several painful IMF mandated

reforms, which also include reducing costly subsi-
dies, as authorities seek to secure debt relief and
attract investment following the April 2019 ouster of
autocrat Omar al-Bashir. 

Newly-appointed finance minister Gibri l
Ibrahim urged citizens to tolerate the impact of the
policy change, saying in a press conference yes-
terday that it “will require a high patriotic spirit”
and “cooperation.” 

Ominously for the transitional authorities,
protests have already flared in recent weeks in sev-
eral parts of Sudan over skyrocketing living costs,
with demonstrators citing bread and medication
shortages. Sudan’s economy was decimated by
decades of US sanctions under Bashir, mismanage-
ment and civil war, as well as the secession of oil-
rich South Sudan in 2011.

Reserves ‘severely lacking’ 
The new exchange rate policy, the central bank

said, would allow for the rate to be determined by
supply and demand, but it would still intervene in
the market. In January, the IMF said it was “working
very intensively with Sudan to build the precondi-
tions for debt relief.

The US recently removed Sudan from its state
sponsors of terrorism blacklist, another move
Khartoum hopes will unlock debt relief and interna-
tional funding. The central bank’s policy shift comes

amid concern that Sudan’s level of foreign currency
holdings are approaching exhaustion.

The recent shortages in bread and also fuel
point to the possibility of “severely lacking” for-
eign reserves, Mohamed el-Nayer, a Sudanese
economist, said.  —AFP
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MONTREAL: Canadian Gilbert
Cardin worries about the future of the
ice road he maintains every winter on
a frozen river west of Montreal.

“At some point, it is certain that we
will no longer be able to open if these
mild winters continue,” he tells AFP.
Since February 14, the 900-meter-
long path, cleared of snow and
marked with fir trees, has allowed
motorists to travel between two vil-
lages on opposite sides of the Ottawa
River without having to drive 40 kilo-
meters (25 miles) roundtrip to the
nearest bridge. Such ice roads-or
“winter crossings” as they’re called
by Quebec locals-were once com-
monplace in these parts.

In the 1800s one even carried the
weight of locomotives on a temporary
rail line across the Saint Lawrence
River between the island of Montreal
and South Shore communities on the
mainland-although one steam engine
sank into the river. In southern parts
of Canada, seasonal ice roads are now
increasingly scarce due to wide

swings in winter temperatures-from
deep freeze to balmy-that make it
harder to maintain them.

Only a few dozen of these vestiges
of winters of yesteryear remain today
in all of Canada and just a handful in
Quebec. Cardin’s ice road between
Pointe-Fortune and Saint Andrew
d’Argenteuil is the only one of three
in the Montreal area to open this year.

“This winter we opened a month
late,” he laments, pointing to global
warming and a very mild start to win-
ter this year as the cause.

14 inches thick 
Under a bright blue sky, the 54-

year-old big rig truck driver plunges a
chainsaw into the ice in the middle of
the frozen river. A stream of ice shav-
ings burst out as he cuts out a block
of ice and measures its thickness
against markings on the blade: 14
inches (35 cm). It is thick enough to
allow cars to drive across the frozen
river, but not trucks. In past winters
the ice has usually been as much as

one meter (three feet) thick. “At this
time of year, we should be seeing 26
inches (65 cm) of ice,” he says.

He doesn’t expect to make a prof-
it this year, given his late start and
forecasts of an early spring, which
will likely force him to close the ice

road in a few weeks. In the mean-
time, he must continually plow it
over, as snow cover would keep the
ice from thickening (acting as insula-
tion from the cold) at a rate of about
an inch per day in cold weather,
Cardin explains. — AFP

An ‘Open’ sign is seen as a car drives onto the ice road connecting the towns of Pointe-
Fortune and Saint-Andre-d’Argenteuil, in Pointe-Fortune, Quebec. Canadian Gilbert Cardin
worries about the future of his ice road which he maintains every year on a frozen river
west of Montreal. —AFP

Warmer winters threaten
Canada’s seasonal ice roads


